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have a live Derby

contender this year in

Royal Patronage. It

was announced late last

month that the colt is to miss the Group 1 2,000

Guineas on April 30 and head for the Group 2 Dante Stakes

at York on May 12 which surprised me; it must be that the

son of Wootton Bassett has given a strong indication that he

would not be as competitive over the Rowley Mile as his

two-year-old form suggests and his Epsom preparation is

better conducted by waiting for a 10-furlong trial.

Middle-distances should certainly be right up Royal

Patronage’s street based on pedigree. As a two-year-old, he

won three races, including the Group 2 Royal Lodge

Stakes. That day at Newmarket, he showed guts and

stamina to defeat the Godolphin star Coroebus over a mile.

On his next start at Doncaster in the Group 1 Vertem

Futurity, he travelled strongly on the pace until being struck

into around two furlongs out.

That was the performance that made me think that Royal

Patronage would be well worth trying in the 2,000 Guineas.

In the last three years, the race has been won by Magna

Grecia, Kameko and Mac Swiney all of whom won a

Guineas in England or Ireland the following season. And

last year’s winner Luxembourg could well follow suit in

2022. For his part, Royal Patronage certainly looked like he

would play a part in the finish for two-thirds of the race.

Gone are the days when the Doncaster race was

considered exclusively a Debry trial. Since the surface

there was refurbished, it tends to favour horses who can

pick up and accelerate, rather than the old accent on staying

types which the track seemed to promote.

In writing about horses, I have never pretended to be an

insider. In writing about the races which may suit a horse, it

is better to give your honest opinion based on calculation

and careful analysis, rather than to try and look informed.

For this reason, I admit to thinking Royal Patronage would

go for the 2,000 Guineas.

What we must recognise as analysts – and this is a key

pillar of statistical analysis – is that we don’t have all the

information. 

The connections of a horse know it far better through

daily contact than anyone watching on TV or analysing

sectional times. Experienced trainers have had thousands of

two-year-olds through their hands and learned their

subsequent distance requirements at three. If it is thought

that Royal Patronage isn’t worth running in the 2,000

Guineas, then this must be because he is giving the strong

impression that he cannot run with top-class milers like

Coroebus any more. 

OYAL PATRONAGE’s three-generation pedigree

(via the excellent www.pedigreequery.com) has an

intriguing bottom half in the context of the Derby,

as shown on the right.

This is an Aga Khan family. Royal Patronage’s dam

Shaloushka is by the French Derby (and Arc) winner

Dalakhani out of Shalama, herself by the 1988 Derby

winner Kahyasi. Shalama, meanwhile, is a half-sister to the

1986 Derby winner Shahrastani. 
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The best route to Epsom

APANESE HORSES have been incredibly

successful on the world stage for the last two years,

culminating in five wins on the Dubai World Cup

card. 

This has been highly predictable for well over a decade; their

success is the result of many years of commitment to breeding

horses who stay a mile and a quarter and beyond, which is the

focus of their race programme. In fact, 64% of their Grade 1

races for three-year-olds and older are at a mile and a quarter

and beyond. By contrast, only 47% of Group 1 races in Britain

are over middle-distances and beyond.

What’s absolutely crazy currently is that stallions who were

brilliant middle-distance runners – such as Golden Horn - are

being rejected by the market when their data suggest they are

highly effective progenitors of Flat horses. Too often, stallions

are being defined by their ability to deliver one or two star

performers, rather than a succession of high-quality horses

above the 100-rating threshold.

The table on the right shows the leading stallions by

percentage of runners rated 100 or more by Racing Post

Ratings. The data includes stallions with at least 100

representatives since Golden Horn’s first season with runners in

2019 and uses British and Irish data only to allow fair

comparison.

Anyone who has made a mathematical model of pedigrees

knows that the median of a stallion’s offspring is more

important that the top 10% because there is far more statistical

noise in counting the number of horses rated 115+ than there is

counting those at a lower threshold like 100+. 

IDDLE-distance horses such as Golden Horn – who

stands for just £10,000 at Dalham Hall – are up against

it because commercial breeders often lack confidence in the

market’s reception of stallions whose progeny take longer to

develop. As a result, there is tremendous value in stallions like

him available to breeders who don’t have overtly commercial

needs.

It seems amazing to me there are stallions standing for more

than Golden Horn who had neither anything like his class as a
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A query may surround his sire Wootton Bassett, but

surely this is a pedigree that needs the kind of speed which

that horse showed in winning the 2010 Group 1 Prix Jean-

Luc Lagadere at Longchamp. The Coolmore stallion has

already produced a Derby winner in Almanzor, albeit the

French version over a mile and a quarter.

OME races like the Derby are more important than

others, to the extent that trainers regularly sacrifice

wins and prize-money by skipping other races, in the

belief they can improve their chances in the main event. No

race should be looked at in isolation because a

horse can easily pick up an injury and miss the day.

And even if a horse does run, the going might be

unsuitable, or bad luck in running could intercede. 

For this reason, you would have thought Royal

Patronage would have run at Newmarket. But,

preparation is the key to winning big races, and it

is clearly considered optimal to use the Dante for

this colt, rather than both the Guineas and the

Dante or just the Guineas.

T isn’t safe to generalise that some trials are

better than others for all horses. It's at this

time of year when racing statisticians come

up with a ranking of trials for the Classics based on

the races in which past winners have warmed up.

But these studies just would not stand up to proper

scrutiny by a professional statistician because there

isn’t enough data to support a safe conclusion.

Say there are 12 key trials for the Derby. Using

even 20 years of results won’t tell you whether a

2022 Derby contender will be better off in one trial or

another because you don’t know whether the trial made the

Derby winner or the Derby winner made the trial. 

That is, in statistical parlance, you don’t know the

direction of causation. And as the data ages it becomes less

relevant too.

The bottom line is that the best trial for a horse to run in

is the one which suits its needs. Royal Patronage won the

Group 3 Acomb Stakes at York as a two-year-old. Not

every horse is effective at the Knavesmire nowadays, so

that may have been a factor in the minds of Mark and

Charlie and the colt’s owners Highclere Racing.

UGHBY COLUMN 

First three generations of Royal Patronage’s pedigree

Rank Sire Runners 100+ 100+ %
1 Galileo IRE 321 116 36.1
2 Frankel GB 223 74 33.2
3 Dubawi IRE 298 98 32.9
4 Kingman GB 216 58 26.9
5 Sea The Stars IRE 244 59 24.2
6 Night Of Thunder IRE 127 27 21.3
7 Dansili GB 139 29 20.9
8 Golden Horn GB 115 21 18.3
9 Shamardal USA 204 37 18.1
10 Invincible Spirit IRE 267 48 18.0
11 Camelot GB 231 41 17.7
12 Lope De Vega IRE 300 52 17.3
13 Pivotal GB 128 22 17.2
14 Siyouni FR 164 26 15.9
15 No Nay Never USA 202 31 15.3
16 Australia GB 210 31 14.8
17 Gleneagles IRE 135 20 14.8
18 Teofilo IRE 189 27 14.3
19 Raven's Pass USA 107 15 14.0
20 Dark Angel IRE 459 63 13.7

racehorse or who have anything like his ability as a stallion!

I have long argued that it is no coincidence that most

champion sires in racing history have been suited by a mile and

a quarter plus. And, if not this group, then the champion sire has

been a miler. I believe that Group 1 winners over a mile and a

quarter and beyond are actually better horses than sprinters, as

well as being ones who are suited by longer trips. As distances

increase, the average speed of races is, of course, reduced. But

the decline is a lot less than for human athletes and shows that

the best thoroughbreds have natural stamina. 

PREDICT that the next surge in quality among international

runners is likely to come from Australian milers and middle-

distances horses. While Australian sprinters, in particular, have

long been among the best in the world, it seems only a matter of

time before the huge prize-money available right across the

board, together with the public’s enthusiasm for racing,

translates into a stronger group of staying-oriented stallions.
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